Cabinet Frames Coordinate With Bathroom Fixtures
(NAPSA)—When choosing
bathroom decor, a stylish melding
of form and function may be the
best medicine—especially when it
comes to medicine cabinets.
That’s because it is often difficult for homeowners and builders
to find storage solutions to complement their bath hardware and fixtures. And while the classic cabinet is still a popular choice, there
are alternatives. Medicine cabinets have evolved from a mirror on
a box into a significant design feature in the bath that can be
framed elaborately or be grouped
together for a wall of storage.
Following trends in the bath
hardware industry, two new lines
of medicine cabinets complementing a variety of bathroom fixtures
are now available, and unlike a
standard wall mirror, medicine
cabinets provide homeowners with
extra storage—something that is
always appreciated.
NuTone’s Studio V Collection
offers solid contemporary or traditional metallic finish frames while
the Hampton Series is offered in a
contemporary frame. Contemporary frame finishes include oilrubbed bronze, satin nickel, copper, chrome and white finishes;
traditional frame finishes include
oil-rubbed bronze, satin nickel,
black and white finishes.
With over 72 style and size
variations, the Studio V Collection
features clean, square lines for
maximum storage capacity; interior mirrors on the door back and
cabinet body; a choice of rust-resistant stainless steel or whitepainted steel body; 170-degree,
soft close European hinges, 1⁄4-inchthick, adjustable glass shelves;
and corner bumpers. This collection can be surface mounted,

Find The Fun In Giving

New medicine cabinets provide
homeowners and builders with
attractive storage solutions while
eliminating the need to match the
grain, stain or gloss of wood cabinets with today’s bathroom
hardware and fixtures.
recessed or semirecessed and is
reversible for right- or left-hand
opening. Four cabinet sizes are
available, including 4- or 6-inch
depths.
The Hampton Series features a
framed exterior mirror; an interior door mirror; a durable piano
hinge; adjustable glass shelves; an
innovative soft-close magnet; and
a rust-resistant white steel body.
These recessed cabinets are
reversible for right- or left-hand
opening and accommodate a wall
opening of 141⁄4 inches wide by 24
inches high by four inches deep.
“These new collections provide
homeowners and builders with
attractive storage solutions while
eliminating the need to match the
grain, stain or gloss of wood cabinets,” says Patrick Nielsen, marketing manager-medicine cabinets.
For more information about the
full line of NuTone products, call
(800) 558-1711 or visit the Web
site at www.nutone.com.

(NAPSA)—Studies suggest that
the old saying may be true: 92 percent of respondents said giving
gifts really does bring more joy
than receiving them. This is good
news, since one in four has 16 or
more people to shop for this holiday season. That may be one reason why nearly seven out of 10 people surveyed estimated they’ll
spend at least the equivalent of a
full work-week—40 hours—crossing off all the “to-dos” on their holiday lists.
To help you find the right gifts,
here are a few suggestions:
Pick a theme—Looking to buy
for lots of people? A theme can help
your list seem less overwhelming.
Choosing an idea (such as warmth)
or a category (such as cashmere)
helps direct your focus, making it
easier to pick something for each
person. For the family that loves
skiing, pair down vests with
matching accessories and include
ski lift passes in the pocket. For
the person who loves to take day
trips, consider a guidebook to
regional sites with a GPS system.
Personalize gifts—Make classic holiday gifts more personal in
the blink of Santa’s eye by adding
a monogram. Over 72 percent of
respondents said they feel more
thought is put into a monogrammed gift. Use initials for a
classic look, and for a more whimsical, casual look, use a name or
nickname. Have “mom” monogrammed on a plush bathrobe and

Family-Friendly Video Games

This year’s family-friendly video
games feature familiar characters, hot dance moves and allages trivia fun!
Pants.” The game levels the playing field for people of all ages with
age-targeted questions and by
automatically adjusting difficulty
levels to provide continuous stimulation. There are even exciting
Wii gestures, from spinning the
category wheel and tug-of-wars
over correct answers, to “danceoffs” for additional points. The
game also boasts multiple modes,
including a family mode, a singleteam race against time and a
rapid-fire competitive mode that’s
great for groups of friends. Available now for the Wii.
Blast From The Past
“EA Playground” captures the
exuberance and nostalgia of the
neighborhood playground, offering
up interactive fun and new twists
on some classic favorites. Swing the
Wii remote to excel in tetherball,
blow into the Nintendo DS mic to
fire spitballs or battle your friends
and family in dodgeball. Gamers
are even joined by wacky in-game
characters who challenge them to
playground activities. Available
now for the Wii and Nintendo DS.
All of the video games are offered
by EA, Electronic Arts. For more
information, visit www.EA.com.

tuck warm slippers and a bath gift
set in the box, too. When attending a party, surprise the hostess
with a set of monogrammed soaps
and towels.
Have fun with packaging—
Even the simplest stocking
stuffers become more exciting
when the packaging is part of the
present. Instead of a paper gift
bag, place gifts in a tote bag that
can be used year-round. Use a
personalized ornament instead of
a bow to decorate a gift and identify the recipient. Fill a monogrammed stocking with someone’s
favorite things—seeds and gloves
for the gardener or electronic
sudoku and crossword puzzles for
the game lover.

Helping Children In Crisis

Bringing The Whole Family Together This Holiday
(NAPSA)—Americans are serious about playing video games, with
2006 sales of games, consoles and
accessories reaching $12.5 billion.
Video games are expected to be
on top of wish lists again this year,
as gift givers across the nation
gear up for another holiday season. But how can you tell which
games are the most family friendly? Here’s a look at some top picks
that will help bring the whole family together this holiday:
Dance Fever
Gamers will play to an all-new
beat in “Boogie.” The ultimate
party package for gamers of all
ages, “Boogie” will have players
dancing, singing and creating
music videos to hit songs from
over four decades. Grab the microphone included with the game,
and enjoy your moment in the
spotlight. Show your moves and
take your dancing act on the road
with the unique version of “Boogie” on the Nintendo DS that
allows for 3D gameplay using 3D
glasses. Available for PlayStation
2, Wii and Nintendo DS.
Magical Fun
In “Harry Potter and the Order
of the Phoenix,” players join Harry,
Hermione and Ron as they play
key moments from the movie—
from the Dementor attack in Little
Whinging to the battles at the
Ministry of Magic. Gamers also
explore Hogwarts and discover its
magical secrets as they interact
with virtually everything they
come across. There are even
Exploding Snap and Gobstone
competitions as well as Wizard
chess games, just like in the film.
Available now for the Wii, PS2,
PS3, PSP, Nintendo DS, GBA,
Xbox 360, Mac, PC and mobile.
Get Smart
The whole family can enjoy a
game of trivia with “Smarty

With a little forethought, getting a
reputation for having a gift for
giving can be in the bag.

Keep it simple—Gift cards
are a great way to give someone
exactly what he or she wants.
H alf of the people surveyed
admitted they would prefer a gift
card to a favorite retailer over a
gift that was picked just for
them. Wrap a gift card with a
pair of cozy mittens or a tin of
cookies for a special touch. Gift
cards are also a great thing to
keep under the tree in case you
have an unexpected guest. Verylast-minute shoppers can take
advantage of electronic gift
cards—print out, put in a decorative envelope and a gift is ready
in seconds.
Three Great Gifts
With so many people to find
gifts for—teachers to co-workers
to friends and family—you may
care to consider these gift suggestions from Lands’ End’s customer
service representatives that are
right for just about everyone:
• Tasty Treats—with visitors
and get-togethers at the holiday
season, an edible gift, such as a
cookie tin or a basket of fruit, is a
great shareable gift.
• Totes—a great way to carry
groceries, workout clothes or
library books.
• Throws—to complement the
look of a room or to keep warm at
night.
Learn More
For more great gift ideas for
the holidays, visit landsend.com
or call (800) 800-5800.

(NAPSA)—If you have evidence of vascular disease, see a
vascular surgeon, who has the
expertise to give the best diagnosis and treatment, including medical management and noninvasive procedures. For information
or to find a vascular surgeon, visit
www. VascularWeb.org.
***
The National Diabetes Education Program’s Tips for Teens with
Diabetes tip sheet series encourages teens to take steps to manage their disease for a long,
healthy life. For more information
and additional resources, visit
www.YourDiabetesInfo.org or call
(888) 693-NDEP (6337).
***
The Epilepsy Foundation, in
partnership with Ortho-McNeil
Neurologics, Inc., is working to
minimize the stigma associated
with epilepsy through the National
Walk for Epilepsy. For more information about epilepsy and the
National Walk for Epilepsy, visit
www.walkforepilepsy.org.
***
To help provide the motivation
people need to get themselves
moving each day, Shape Up America! has teamed with Sweet’N
Low to create a motivational
poster. It is available as a digital
download at www.shapeup.org
and www.sweetnlow.com.
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by Ernie Allen
(NAPSA)—Millions have already seen Ben Affleck’s powerful
film “Gone Baby Gone,” based on
the novel by Dennis Lehane
( h t t p : / / w w w. g o n e b a b y g o n e
themovie.com/). Many of them left
the theater discussing and debating what they had just witnessed.
It is a riveting police thriller but it
is more than that. It portrays the
moral and ethical dilemmas often
faced by those trying to help children in crisis.
Do we do the “right thing”
for a child? Or do we do what
is required by law?
It is a heartwrenching decision.
Some
reviewers
called the film’s ending “unbelievable.”
Yet this is a dilemma faced every
day by child welfare
Ernie Allen workers, law enforcement, judges
and others across the country.
Is it in the best interests of a
child to be taken out of an abusive, neglectful home and placed
in one that is more caring and
nurturing? Obviously. Yet what
about taking a child from a poor
family and placing him or her in a
home that offers greater economic
advantages and opportunities?
We are a nation of law, not
emotions.
These dilemmas are faced by
America’s Child Protective Service
(CPS) workers every day. Often,
our child welfare systems appear
to be overwhelmed with the sheer
magnitude of the challenge. Yet
without the rule of law, often,
these decisions would be made on
the basis of personal biases or
emotions.
Judges and CPS workers must
make decisions based on the risk of

immediate harm to the child. A
child cannot be taken away from
his parent and awarded to someone
else simply because of higher socioeconomic status or the fact that
they live in a nicer neighborhood.
All parents have rights, including
those whom we view as not as fit.
Without CPS standards, we run the
risk that children will be placed
arbitrarily into situations with others whom society views as better
able to provide for the child.
A fictional account of child
abduction raises important
ethical questions about child
protection.
Ben Affleck and I spoke early
in the process. I visited with him
on the movie set. He wanted to be
sure that the underlying elements
in the film were fair and realistic.
He wanted to understand child
abduction and the types of victimization experienced by so many
children. He worked tirelessly to
make this fictional account of a
child abduction and its aftermath
as rooted in reality as possible.
And he did a magnificent job.
Yes, it is a work of fiction, but it
raises moral and ethical questions
regarding the care and protection
of America’s children that we must
talk about as a nation. Fundamentally, it reminds us that there is no
right way to do the wrong thing.
• Ernie Allen is the president
and CEO of the National Center
for Missing & Exploited Children
(NCMEC) in Alexandria, Virginia.
NCMEC’s mission is to help prevent child abduction and sexual
exploitation; help find missing
children; and assist victims of
child abduction and sexual
exploitation, their families, and
the professionals who serve them.
For more information, call 1-800THE-LOST (1-800-843-5678) or
visit www.missingkids.com.

